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The address of God to man or through man takes place, like everything in creation, according to
irrevocable spiritual laws. The different emphases and perspectives in the revelations result from the
divine basic aspects of order, will, wisdom, seriousness, patience, love and mercy, according to the
spiritual mentality of the one who receives the word of revelation. In and above all, however, love acts
as the bearer of all revelations, without which a true word of God is not possible.

Divine Revelation
Sons and daughters of My Love, when the spiritual being dwelling in you was still with Me
in the indescribable glory, infinity and beauty of the heavens, knowledge and discernment
were your own in a clarity, even brilliance, exceeding any human imagination. This was
and is true for all My children; for I have endowed you with parts of My divine power and
greatness and a fully developed consciousness.
Close your eyes for a moment and let this image of a heavenly creature - the angel you
are forever - arise in you, even if you find it very difficult or hardly possible. So I see you,
every single son, every single daughter: infinitely strong, infinitely sovereign, infinitely
lovable and full of understanding and wisdom.
Then you left the heavens for different reasons. But whether this was caused by the fall or
by the desire to descend into matter to help it out of love for Me and your earth brothers
and sisters: In any case, when you were incorporated into a human body, you had to leave
behind much of the spiritual potential that had previously determined your life and work in
the heavens.
This was not fundamentally different with Me when I incarnated in Jesus of Nazareth. I too
had to fight and overcome as Jesus; otherwise I could not have been an example to you
and thereby show how to live love, how to recognise the procedure of darkness, how to
arm oneself against it - and still remain in love - and how to finally win the confrontations
with the numerous hostilities and thereby step by step open up again the divinity of one's
being. The attacks to which everyone is exposed represent nothing other than an
uninterrupted running against the defence of your human being, in order to damage the
more or less well secured "fortress soul", which the opposing forces are really concerned
with.
For unlike you, darkness knows that your soul is the more important part of your
being compared to your transient body.*) For your soul – that is what you are when you
have left your body and go into the worlds beyond - remains for different periods of time in
the spheres that correspond to it's vibration or condition, until it evolves in the spiritual
realms or decides to a new incarnation.
That is why the satanic forces are constantly trying, at every opportunity, to keep people
from developing in the sense of love. Because a soul that has not allowed itself to be put
off in it's effort to live love, goes into the hereafter into light spheres in which it can no
longer be reached by My and your opponents. Therefore the body of man, his psyche, his

environment and much more are only the target of darkness in so far as it influences your
spiritual body, your soul.
If you too were really aware that your life lasts forever, most of you would behave
differently than before. By "conscious" I do not mean that you know about a life after death
or about your true heavenly home. You who know My Word of Revelation - which I have
been giving into the world for centuries and increasingly in the last decades - know about
it; as do the many who have sought and found answers to the important questions of
"where from, why and where to".
But knowledge does not replace consciousness! The latter develops when you live with
Me, when you think of orienting your everyday behaviour according to My commandment
of love, when you no longer focus on getting by as well as possible as a human being, but
when you include the knowledge of your eternal existence in your thinking, speaking and
acting. When you earnestly strive for this, then I Am the one who prepares your ways
already during your lifetime in such a way that your trust grows and grows due to the
experiences made with Me, and all your worries and doubts become obsolete.
I know that such a life - fearless and secure as at the mother's breast - is also your most
fervent wish. As selfless and unconditional love, I am not only ready to fulfil this wish for
you; I am directly waiting for a child to turn to Me in this spirit. Because there is nothing
more beautiful for Me than to accompany the inner awakening of a man and his soul and
to enjoy it when a son or daughter of My love makes his way back to the eternal
homeland! Would you as parents not also do everything you can to make it easier for your
child to return home? Can you seriously believe that I would not be ready or not able to do
this, and too much more?
If you affirm what has been said, then it results from this that the well-being of your soul is
also my priority; which does not mean that I do not also take care of your bodily well-being,
to the extent and in the way that you allow this to happen, and as it is then possible for Me
under consideration of your free will. But as your material body passes away and cannot at
all be accepted into spiritual realms - as many still believe on the basis of false and
misleading teachings of your theologians - My care in the first place can only apply to your
soul.
Your human also serves Me to move him through the way of self-knowledge and the
resulting steps to insight and change his behaviour, which has corresponding effects on
his soul. Whereby I am anxious to steer each of your steps in such a way that on the one
hand it leads in the desired direction - that is "heavenwards" - and that on the other hand,
this is connected with as little discomfort for the human as possible. But there is no way
around the fact that you have to take your steps and climb your very personal "Jacob's or
Heaven's ladder" rung by rung. The School of Life, Earth, and your destiny are My tools
and your teachers.
The observance of regulations invented by men, the faithful, rigid fulfillment of laws
adapted to earlier times, the cultivation of ancient traditions, the adoption of behavioural
patterns already practiced by the "fathers" - all this and much more does not bring you any
closer to My Heart. It may at first prove necessary for one or the other to approach the
thought that there is a higher power which one should serve. He then does this in the way
as he has been taught, because he does not know better. But when these aids, these
"crutches" allowed by Me - because from a spiritual point of view they do not represent
more than that - are not recognised as the very first rung on your ladder and then

overcome in the course of your spiritual development, they represent a great obstacle
that possibly prevents you for a long time from a further development in the sense of the
commandment of love that I taught as Jesus of Nazareth.
Consider from this point of view what I have previously told you about the influence of
darkness on man's weaknesses. Thus it has achieved the goal of preventing the
maturation of your soul through your own knowledge and decisions. And when you look
around you - and whoever likes can look into the mirror when he considers this important then you recognise the extent of this satanic influence with the consequence of a
deliberate spiritual standstill.
*
I will again unite My divided creation, which means that I will again lead back into unity
everything that has fallen. This is My Will, which is founded in My Love! Who wants to
successfully resist this My will in the long run? Such a power does not exist! Because that
would mean that the creature would be greater than the Creator. Or the light would be
more powerful than the source from which it comes
I came into the world two thousand years ago and put a stop to the intended destruction by
the dark forces. And not only that: At the same time My Christ-power was put into the
hearts of all people and souls, which enables them to return home, to re-enter their eternal
homeland; for their gates were closed until this time, due to the fall. I reopened the
heavens through My victory, which was a victory of light and love over the dark and the
opposite.
The greatest part of the people, among whom I incarnated Myself, had distanced
themselves from Me in their feelings and thoughts and consequently also in their actions.
Men worshipped a God to whom they built glorious temples on the outside, but whom they
no longer knew and felt in their inner being. The dutiful observance of their laws had
become for them the standard for a life pleasing to God. They worshipped Me in their
stone houses and took care to bring Me their external offerings in the right way. The
cultivation of traditions and rites replaced for many, the examination of their readiness to
bring Me "inner sacrifices". Fraternal love, intercourse and togetherness, humility and the
search for warmth of heart, were set as a yardstick by only a few.
The darkness had understood, by purposefully influencing human weaknesses, to put the
importance of all action outward. Love, the driving force of all development, led a shadowy
existence. Large parts of the caste of priests, which had built up and expanded their
position over many centuries, had become an instrument of negative forces and exercised
power over the people. Their instructions, rules and prohibitions were omnipresent in
people and their daily activities.
I knew very well the concentrated resistance I would meet, for My simple teaching would
shake their teaching, both in the short term and in the long term, collapse their house of
cards, and diminish their prestige and authority among many. It was therefore not the
simple people who closed themselves to Me; it was the scribes, Pharisees and priests who
saw Me as their enemy. Inspired by the opposing forces, they stirred up the ignorant and
easily influenced masses of the people and incited them to put an end to My work. The
rest is known.

But to many it is still not known to its full extent; for My physical death was not the end but
it was the beginning. It was the beginning of the return home of all My children. This was
My will and it was fulfilled.
Whoever, in the wrong view, judges My mission to have failed, I ask: "Has the farmer
failed, only because the seed which he has laid in the ground must first come up and
therefore cannot immediately produce the desired fruits?
*
What was so dangerous about My Message that the temple-servants and their entourage
did all they could to stop it?
I questioned the necessity of their salvation mediation and thus their right to teach!
I taught that every person has a direct access to God within him. I presented this
God as love, as a father to whom everyone can come at any time - without having to
make a detour via an external mediator, via biblical scholars, students and scholars.
And I gave people the only key they needed that would enable them to successfully
walk the path to God: love lived in everyday life! In the shortest and simplest terms
imaginable: love - and nothing else.
This made Me their enemy, for My words and My actions were revolutionary. Then as now.
But many of the people believed Me and believed in Me although they did not understand
everything that I told them. But they felt the truth in My words. They allowed Me to kindle
the fire of longing and love in them, for it was to become a conflagration spreading over
the whole earth, so that My Word would be fulfilled: "I will make everything new!” It has
become a conflagration, even if a look at your world events seems to reflect the opposite
and repeatedly raises the question: "Father, when will the fruits of your teachings on love
become visible?”
*
My sons and daughters, you know by now that everything is constant evolution, and that
nothing will become as it should become "by itself and in a moment". This principle
concerns both spiritual and material creation.
If you want to do something good for a child, then you will prepare for him what he is to
learn and teach it in the right doses so that it can be understood. You will proceed step by
step, one will build on the other. No responsible person would come up with the idea of
showering an ignorant child with the complete knowledge.
Do you think I acted differently than Jesus of Nazareth? Do you trust Me that My wisdom
two thousand years ago was able - yesterday as good as today and for all eternity - to
teach people what they could understand and also apply according to their consciousness,
that is to say their comprehension - and no longer? So not to overtax them by
overwhelming them with a multitude of spiritual truths and laws?
If you are sure that I act in this way, then you also know at the same time, that My
teachings of that time were only the first link in an infinitely long chain of My Wisdom,
although they already contained the core sentence: "Love God, your Father, above all, and
your neighbour as yourself". Then you also know that there would have been much more

to say beyond that, especially concerning the implementation of this commandment, the
difficulties that arose, the constant, invisible presence of darkness and it's disturbing
manoeuvres, your possibilities to strengthen inwardly in order to be prepared against it, the
law of sowing and reaping, which continuously affects your life and much more.
But even in My closest environment, in My family and with My apostles and disciples, I
often encountered incomprehension; for the new thinking - to meet God, the Father, in
one's own inner being in absolute freedom - was something unusual for most
people. The bonds of upbringing, social constraints and often the burden of past
incarnations, were still strong.
I did what you would do when you realized that your opposition had reached the limits of
learning, receptivity, and understanding: I postponed further teachings, which I often
wrapped in parables and pictures, to a later point in time and promised to send My Spirit to
men, who would introduce them deeper into My wisdom.
I kept My promise.
But the darkness was not idle. It was able to convince your scribes that My Word, which
was only recorded as fragments in your Scriptures and in many places no longer
corresponds to the original, is all that I have to announce to My human children. They
passed on this wrong opinion to you, and they still do this today; partly still under threat of
eternal hell punishments, even if no longer as publicly and obviously as before.
What do you feel when you are told: "Everything that is said by God must be measured by
what He already said"? What would you say to a school administration that rejects the new
and constructive subject matter of the 2nd grade on the grounds that it is not contained in
the subject matter of the 1st grade? Would you just ignore it or just shrug your shoulders?
Never ever! And when it comes to the much more important decision concerning the
development and career of your soul?
Be vigilant, My sons and daughters, and use your mind!
You, My beloved human children, have not listened to your heart in many cases and on
many occasions, although there were questions and uncertainties. And this is one of the
reasons why I teach you the logic of the heart, which is to make you responsible children
of My love, free of any influence and bond.
If you question your heart and involve your mind - which best fulfils it's function as the right
hand of the heart - much will unfold within you. You will find answers that remain closed to
your intellect. Thus, step by step, you will cast off your ignorance and often your remaining
fears, with which darkness has made you servants and maidservants, while in reality you
are free creatures of the heavens!
Remember My opening words: Besides many of My other divine qualities also an
unclouded clarity in feeling and thinking is your own, although often still slightly to strongly
covered by your own ideas. When you are ready to strive for or develop this clarity, which
is a part of your awareness, then you are more and more immune to run into the numerous
traps of your opponent. Because then you are firmly rooted in Me.
For this I give you a picture:

Every ideology resembles a wind that crosses the land. Here it is weaker, there it is
stronger, depending on the contents it carries with it. What is not firmly rooted, he takes
with him and carries it away in the direction he wants. Or it is blown here and there,
unstable like a feather in the wind. In this way it cannot take root, it cannot anchor itself
firmly in the earth. It is and remains a plaything of forces that are not interested in it's
growth and therefore tries everything to keep it moving and thus prevent it from coming
into contact with the earth. The solution, which at the same time represents the salvation
of the uprooted, lies in his decision and in the subsequent implementation to take root
where security is guaranteed: in Me, the all-embracing Love.
Become, be and remain conscious, My beloved, that I live in you. My help has already
helped you in so many situations; mostly you have not even noticed that I was your
companion and protector. My help will increase when you start to clean together with Me
the dirty windows of your soul. Thus your ego loses more and more power over you and
the partly still hidden child of My love - the heavenly being in you - unfolds and is
expressed stronger and stronger.
Then it finally becomes a certainty for you with which you can live wonderfully: That there
is only life and no death and no destruction. Then the joy of having taken the path at My
Hand to become again what you have been for eternity, that you are about to take up your
heavenly inheritance and repossess what has always been your property and what you so
longed for as man: infinite security, inner richness in abundance, unconditional trust,
boundless freedom and a capacity for love that you would not have thought possible, gains
the upper hand.
All this is in you! I have come into the world to walk with you the way that leads to this
land. It is much closer than you think.
If your heart is open, you will discover My love in it, despite all the seriousness of My
words. You will feel it the deeper and more direct the more intensively you live with Me. But
you will only understand and experience their true greatness when you are again
completely with Me.
Amen
*)
Spirit = the individual, eternal being created by God, the core of being in soul and man.
Soul = is the ethereal shell which surrounds the core of the being and which at the same time
represents the sum of the burdens.
Body = the human body into which the soul, including the spirit (core of being), incarnates during an
incarnation.

